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Bugcrowd
Founded in 2012 in Australia by Casey Ellis and Chris Raethke, Bugcrowd was
founded to alleviate the security job gap and help companies get closer to being
100% secure, picking up where traditional vulnerability scanners and penetration
tests leave off. An innovator in crowdsourced security testing for the enterprise,
Bugcrowd harnesses the power of more than 21,000 security researchers to
surface critical software vulnerabilities and level the playing field in cybersecurity.
Bugcrowd also provides a range of responsible disclosure and managed service
options that allow companies to commission a customized security testing program
that fits their specific requirements.

Vision + Mission
Bugcrowd was founded to deliver a radical cybersecurity advantage to organizations of all shapes and sizes by putting the collective intelligence of the global
security community in their corner to help find, understand, and fix their security
vulnerabilities before the bad guys exploit them.
Our fierce devotion to the security community has motivated us to continue improving our product, and to further the vulnerability disclosure space. In an effort to
meet those goals, we run our own various bounty programs, as detailed in
this case study.

Bugcrowd orchestrates the creativity of the crowd to solve some of
cybersecurity’s toughest challenges.
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Overview
Our First Bounties

Replacing Traditional Methods

Shortly after Bugcrowd launched, we kicked off a series
of bounty programs to learn more about the vulnerability
disclosure processes and how to build an awesome
platform to make that connection easy as pie.

From these early tests and from the continuous feedback we receive from the security community, we have learned a
lot about running bounty programs. At Bugcrowd we fully believe that the crowdsourcing model, in its many forms, can
close the cybersecurity gap. Our goal is to replace more traditional application testing programs with the Bugcrowd
crowdsourced model. By combining public bounty programs with private ongoing and Flex programs, companies of all
sizes and from all industries now have the ability to run the crowdsourced equivalents of vulnerability scanners and
penetration tests, while increasing RO(security)I substantially and finding real vulnerabilities that those traditional
methods miss. The below figure shows how one can utilize our various program types to obtain the most efficient
application security program.

We kicked off our first bug bounty as a time-boxed, open
program with cash reward pool on a web app designed
specifically for bounty testing. Reporting was done
through a simple web form, but it got a great response
and we learned a lot about the reporting process and
the communication logistics between researchers and
our clients.
Our second program launch was a time-boxed, inviteonly and Kudos only program. In order for researchers to
participate, they had to be signed up on the Bugcrowd
platform, and were sent target details by invite only.
Since running those early programs, we have developed
multiple processes to prioritize incoming vulnerabilities
and implement fixes, as well as ideal means of
communication with our researchers.

Public Programs: Running a public program is a great way
to engage the collective intelligence of thousands of independent
security researchers from around the world. We inherently believe
that security researchers have the right to a seamless and responsive
means to responsibly disclose vulnerabilities. Public programs provide
that avenue for open security feedback. Read more about our
own program on page 4. To make this process easier, we manage
these programs to ensure great experiences for both the security
researchers and our clients.
That having been said, public programs can be difficult, especially
when the applications in question entail sensitive information and
data, and when dealing with less commonplace applications or
endpoints such as IoT and hardware. To meet the specific needs of
all organizations, we very early on developed the idea of a private bug
bounty program.

Public, ongoing program

Private, ongoing program

MISC testing

New product testing

Feature testing
Major release testing

Feature testing

This figure shows an ideal combination of Bugcrowd’s current offerings to create
a full crowdsoucred application testing program. This shows the flexibility of how
we can replace an entire traditional security testing program with our offerings.

Private Programs: Private programs offer another means
of tapping into the creativity of the crowd. By segmenting the crowd
by specific skill set, experience or even geographic region, clients
have the ability to narrow in on desired results. These invitationonly programs allow customers to create more controlled testing
environments in which sensitive data can be replaced. Many of our
clients run these programs to do just that, while others run another
type of private program to pull off a shorter, even more specialized
program - the Bugcrowd Flex. The Bugcrowd Flex is a project based
bug bounty security assessment that improves upon traditional
penetration-testing results. Read more about the Bugcrowd Flex on
page 5.
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Public program

Program Details & Targets To achieve our
aforementioned goals, we have set a fairly limited scope. Having a
limited scope helps guide researchers to the areas of our application
we want them to focus on. It also clearly shows that our third-party
business application providers are not within the testing scope.

Overview

What we Pay As our applications and web properties become
more sophisticated, we continually reevaluate our public program
reward range to motivate and attract top talent.

In September 2013 we rolled out our first bug bounty
on www.bugcrowd.com; a public, ongoing program with
cash rewards. Since then, we’ve received hundreds of
submissions, have created processes around the triage
and resolution of those bugs, and have learned many
valuable lessons along the way.

Rules We follow our standard disclosure terms. We recommend
that all companies evaluate the priorities, security concerns and goals
of their disclosure program, and create their own unique terms.

Goals

Our Researchers To date, we’ve had participation from over

Running this program is first and foremost a great way to
enlist the crowd to find our own security flaws, and also
gives us an opportunity to...
• Engage with our security researcher community
• Get our engineering team using our own product in
real life situations
• Learn from our past security blunders
• Help other organizations to implement best
practices in running their own vulnerability
disclosure programs

1600 researchers, from over 30 countries. You can view our Hall of
Fame here. By running this public program, we’ve had the opportunity
to form stronger relationships with the researcher community, which
has fueled all of our invite-only programs.

Trends

We recently published our State of Bug Bounty Report
that outlines the current state of the crowdsourced cybersecurity
landscape, including submissions trends, researcher activity trends,
and program type trends. You can read the full report here.

Another primary function of running our public program is
to find and form relationships with researchers to invite
to our ongoing and time-boxed private programs. Many of
our customers run public programs.

This screenshot was taken from bugcrowd.com/bugcrowd and shows the current
state of our public ongoing program. This is subject to change at any time.
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Private program
About the Bugcrowd Flex

Launching our Flex Programs

Our Bugcrowd Flex program is a time-boxed bug
bounty security assessment that improves upon
traditional penetration testing results. They are security
assessments that take place over a specific amount
of time, usually two weeks, and provide the flexibility to
meet teams’ needs and time lines. With Flex, there isn’t
a long-term commitment, and Bugcrowd’s in-house team
of security professionals handles all the heavy lifting,
validating submissions and reporting valid findings to
the company. Some benefits include...

Our first private Flex on Crowdcontrol, our vulnerability
management platform, was launched earlier this year.
We invited about 50 of our best researchers for what
was essentially a two-week crowdsourced penetration
test. We received phenomenal results, as many of our
customers have, closed the program, implemented fixes
for valid submissions, and paid out lots of cash.

•
•
•
•

Pay for results, not time or effort
On average, $256 per valid vulnerability, much
lower than that of a penetration test
Extensive testing coverage from the best, proven
security researchers from our crowd
Two-week testing period that can be customized to
fit your needs

Since then we’ve run subsequent Flex Programs in
tandem with our major releases, wherein our minimum
reward prize has been $500 with a max of $5,000.
Results from one of those tests are displayed in the
figure at right. This continuous, private testing offers us
a more focused researcher pool that specializes in the
skill-sets relevant to our product.

Results These results are from our most recent Flex program that ran for two weeks during July 2015.
This test was targeted at our platform, Crowdcontrol, after a huge feature and version update. Before we
released the updated platform to our customer base we ran this Flex, got some great results, and fixed all
high priority bugs before pushing Crowdcontrol live to our customers.

$10.5K Total Rewards

39 Unique Vulnerabilities

High Reward: $5,000

Submission Priority

Low Reward: $500
46.2% P5
28.2% P4
12.8% None
10.3% P3
2.6% P2

16 Unique Researchers

Testing Goals
The true value in running a Bugcrowd Flex program is in
the higher return on security investment over traditional
penetration testing. That having been said, there are
many use cases for which Flex is the perfect answer;
quarterly tests to meet compliance standards, product
release testing, feature testing and even new product
testing. While many of our customers simply replace
their quarterly penetration testing to receive increased
quantity and quality of results, many, including us, have
used Flex for more focused feature testing and release
testing.

Submission Status
India
Australia
United States
Philippines
Sweden
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DUPLICATE

These metrics are incomplete, anonymized results from a two week Flex we ran
against Crowdcontrol in July 2015.

19

3

INVALID

UNVALIDATED

VALID
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Comparing Results
Traditional Penetration Test vs. Bugcrowd Flex
Penetration Test

Flex Program

Coverage

Low. One or a handful of consultants constrained by
time

High. More eyes + pay for results = better coverage

Effort Required By
You

Medium. Heavy set-up cost. Prioritized report at the
end of assessment

Low. Simple set-up. Bugcrowd prioritizes the issues for you
and provides a report

Key Takeaways In the past three years, Bugcrowd, along with the entire crowdsourced cybersecurity
space, has evolved from the ‘wild, wild west” it once was. The bug bounty programs of 20 years ago certainly
brought together the security researcher community, but the risks and overall open nature of those programs
prevented the full adoption and acceptance of crowdsourced cybersecurity across all industries. By shaping
those programs into more manageable and consumable private programs, we have been able to introduce
more traditional organizations to the creative power of the security researcher community. Our private
programs, paired with truly public bug bounty programs, make companies, and the Internet, a safer place by
uncovering and responsibly disclosing vulnerabilities more quickly and safely.

High. As long as you have a great pen tester who
doesn’t sand bag results

High. Researchers have variety of skill sets and logic tests

Start running your own program today

High. Consultants are expensive, and their time is
limited

Low. You set the cost and reward based on severity and
creativity

Vulnerability
Quality

Cost per vuln

Vulnerability Scanner vs. Ongoing Bugcrowd Program

Coverage

Effort Required By
You
Vulnerability
Quality

Cost per vuln

Vulnerability Scanner

Ongoing Bugcrowd Program

Low. Scanners provide adequate surface-level
coverage but fail to find deeper issues

High. Broad and deep coverage from tens of thousands of
researchers with varied skills and expertise

Medium. Scanners produce lots of false-positives,
requiring a human resource to filter results

Low. Bugcrowd can triage and validate every security
finding, leaving you with only ready to fix vulnerabilities

Low. Scanners rely on predefined rule-sets and
usually miss higher quality issues

High. Logic flaws tested by human researchers and

Medium. Cheap to find, but the high noise/signal
ratio increases the cost

Low. You set the cost and reward based on severity and
creativity

An Open Letter
Through working with this incredible community of security folks in our own bug
bounty programs, and through orchestrating these programs for some of the
great companies of the world, we have learned a great deal about the weird and
wonderful world of crowdsourced security.
Our goal as a company is, and has always been, to “level the cybersecurity
playing field” by leveraging the crowd to provide better security feedback. While
public bounty programs are the highest aspiration to achieve that goal, this
document illustrates that there are many other ways to harness the creativity
of our skilled and diverse crowd. By combining public and private crowdsourced
testing we’ve revitalized the state of application security testing, and are seeing
companies of all shapes and sizes, innovative and traditional, benefit from the
skills of thousands of friendly hackers.
In the past three years, with the help of our ambassadors – researchers and
customers alike – we’ve successfully brought our model to companies in virtually
every industry. From here, we’re excited to see many, many more organizations
realize and engage the potential of the crowd.
Cheers,
Casey Ellis (Bugcrowd CEO) & Chris Raethke (Bugcrowd CTO)
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